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historic interest, but that they give important evidence 
relating to the structure and mobility of the earth. 
The spirit of maritime adventure born in the Scan
dinavian fiords gave the European races the mastery 
of the sea and a political predominance which is 
world-wide in its influence. The geological study of 
fiords leads to geographical problems that are 
also world-wide in their range, for the view that 
fiords are due to local superficial agents chiselling 
out furrows on an impassive earth explains neither 
their features nor distribution. Fiords teach more 
significant and far-reaching lessons; they point to 
deep-seated forces which affect the earth as a whole. 
However greatly fiords may have been moulded by 
ice, wind, and water, they are not primarily due to 
those agencies, which have used the fiords, not made 
them. 

The ultimate cause of fiords is the rupture of certain 
wide areas of the earth by the pulsation of the crust 
under the play of titanic forces set at work by the 
great Miocene disturbances which upheaved the chief 
existing mountain systems of the world. 
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